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Tahar Ali delivers when your message must be memorable and authentic, 
your presentation powerful leaving everyone inspired. Born in Scotland 
into a family with very little means, and having lost his parents in his teens, 
Tahar could have made every excuse in the book to avoid achieving his 
dreams. His road to success was paved with numerous failures; and now 
these lessons now provide real value to everyone who hears his message. 
Tahar has brought his talent across to the USA and now lives in Los Angeles. 
He brings out the best in everyone by creating tomorrow’s leaders, today!   
 
As a successful and respected inspirational motivational speaker and author working around 
the globe, he has earned a solid reputation in today’s business world. He is also the 
CEO to a billion dollar real estate investment business with over 1600 sales staff. You’ll 
discover how this success was earned with hard work, determination and the drive to find 
and seize opportunities while learning from his setbacks.  
 
Tahar will share his secrets, strategies and stories of facing economic downturns, loss of 
market share, slumping sales and low morale from his employees with a whole variety of 
other challenges including the value and challenges of customer service. As long as you 
have the will to reach the top, his lessons will help you reach all of your goals.  
 
Tahar will engage, inspire and energize your audience. Every person in attendance will feel 
ready to reach their full potential long after he has left the stage. 
 
Tahar promises the right message for your audience, and he delivers! Everyone will see how 
to cope with challenges and move past them and forward with confidence. 
 
Tahar is one of the most credible, humble and authentic speakers that will ever present on 
your stage promising the right message for your audience and its circumstances with a 
message that makes a difference. 
 
He is author of “Fail Your Way to Success” which is an incredible story of what it takes to 
achieve your goals and dreams in life. His knowledge and acumen is a highly-sought-after 
resource in business and professional circles for Fortune 500 CEOs, small business owners, 
non-profit and community leaders from all sectors of society looking to expand opportunity. 

Apart from Tahar’s great smile and stage presence, it’s his way with words that inspires 
people to take action like never before. He has faced more than his fair share of adversity 
but throughout it all, it is his depth of knowledge and wisdom that he departs, that creates 
lasting results. 
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